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Remanufactured
laser printers

Color and Monochrome
single- and multi-function printers
for desktop, workgroup and beyond
Thoroughly cleaned
Color recoated as needed
Full maintenance kit installed
Firmware upgraded
IP address and page counts wiped
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COMPANY NEWS

Liberty: First in Printers
Liberty Parts Team, number one in laser printer parts, is also
a major remanufacturer of laser printers. Our dedicated printer
staff offers 35 HP LaserJet models, including single and multifunction, color and monochrome, small network to enterprise
level printers.
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4250N

The extent to which these printers are returned to a condition
approaching new will astound you. Each printer is completely
disassembled so that its parts and frame may be inspected,
and either washed or hand-cleaned, or replaced.
CM4540F

P2035N

All printer covers are thoroughly reconditioned. Then we
use color-matched paints to create an appearance that many
believe is better than new.
A maintenance kit, with an LPT remanufactured fuser, is installed and other
mechanical assemblies are refurbished,
their rubber rollers rejuvenated. The assembled machine is thoroughly tested,
then its IP address and page count history zeroed out.
You and your customers will love these beautiful, quality
printers from Liberty Parts and the profit opportunity they produce.

CP5225NDN

M9050
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PRINTER REPAIR ARTICLE

HP LJ P3015:
Tray 2 P/U Asm
Replacement
The P3015 Tray 2 Pickup Assembly feeds paper into the printer after picking it up and during
duplexing. It houses the pickup roller and the
separation pad, which are available for individual
sale. Present also are assorted rollers, gears and
components that can fail and cause chronic paper jams. When that happens, the entire assembly will need replacement. This is a lengthy task
not described in the service manual.
The following instructions will see you through
this procedure
1. Remove the paper tray and toner cartridge:
Cover the toner cartridge or put it in a dark place,
as ambient light can damage the drum.
2. Remove the DIMM cover: Grasp the rear
edge of the cover (Fig. 1) and pull it to the rear to
remove it.
3. Remove the formatter cover: Remove one
screw (Fig. 2), and then slide the cover toward
the rear of the printer to remove it.
4. Remove the formatter: Unplug one flat flexible cable and three other connectors (Fig. 3,
callout a), remove seven screws (callout b), and
then remove the formatter. When re-installing,
seat the rear end of the board first.
5. Remove the rear-door assembly: Open the
rear door and push down on it until it opens all
the way. Then push up on the white link arm to
release it from the door (Fig. 4, callout a), and
remove two screws (callout b). Now open the
lower door, release two tabs in the cartridge cavity, one on each side. Fig. 5 shows the tab on the
left. Now rotate the bottom of the cover away
from the printer, and pull down to remove it.
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6. Remove the left cover: Remove one screw
(Fig. 6, callout a), release four tabs (callout b),
pull the rear of the cover away from the printer, and
slide it forward to remove it. The lowest tab (in the
cartridge cavity) is more easily accessed by turning
the printer on its front or right side. When re-installing the left cover, we recommend seating the front
edge first.
7. Remove the right-rear cover: Slide the cover
toward the inside (away from the edge) and rotate
to release it (Fig. 6, callout c). There is not much
holding this cover on, and it may fall off of its own
accord while removing other covers. When re-installing, make sure the top edge of it seats underneath the top-right cover, and that the lower outside edge of it seats underneath the lower-right
cover.
8. Remove the multipurpose tray cover: Lower
the cover, release the two retaining arms on the
sides by flexing the plastic (Fig. 7), and then slide
the cover to the left to remove it from the hinge
pins.
9. Remove the cartridge-door assembly: Remove one spring on the left side of the printer (Fig.
8, callout a), then open the door and slide it to the
left to release it from the hinge pins. Then rotate it
down to separate the plastic link arm (callout b)
from the door. When re-installing, connect the link
arm before mounting the door.
10. Remove the top-right cover: Remove two
screws (Fig. 3, callout c) and lift the cover off.
11. Remove the control panel: Remove one
screw (Fig. 3, callout d) and slide the control panel
toward the front of the printer to remove it.
12. Remove the front-right and right-side cover
assembly: Remove two screws in front (Fig. 9, callout a) and two on the side (Fig. 10, callout a), then
rotate the rear of the cover slightly away from the
printer and slid the cover forward to remove it. Be
careful not to dislodge the power-switch assembly
when removing this cover and when re-installing it.
13. Remove the lower-right cover and bracket:
Remove three screws (Fig. 10, callout b) and slide
the bracket up to remove it (when re-installing the
bracket, make sure that the tab near the top is engaged as shown in callout c). Then slide the lower-
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right cover toward the rear of the printer and rotate
out to remove it (callout d).
14. Remove the top cover: Remove three screws
(Fig. 11), slightly raise the rear of the cover, and slide
it toward the front of the printer to remove it. When
re-installing, make sure that the tabs in the front get
seated under the metal, then lower the rear.
15. Remove the power-switch assembly: Disconnect one connector and remove one screw (Fig.
12), then remove the assembly.
16. Remove the right-side fan assembly: Release
the gray cable from the retainers along the bottom
of the fan housing (Fig 13, callout a). Then unplug
two connectors (callout b), remove two screws
(callout c), and remove the fan assembly.
17. Remove the air duct: Release one tab (Fig.
14), and then lift the black plastic air duct out of the
printer.
18. Remove the engine control unit (ECU): Disconnect the two red wires from the door closed
switch by pressing a small release tab on each (Fig.
15). Also unplug all connectors along the front and
top edges of the ECU that have not already been
unplugged.
Unplug the flat flexible cable from the laser/scanner unit (Fig. 16, callout a). This cable is hard-wired
to the ECU, and threaded through a slot in the
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printer frame; take care to thread it back through
this slot when re-installing the ECU. Next, unplug
three connectors at the rear of the printer (Fig. 16,
callout b) and unwind the cables from their retainers. Now remove six screws (Fig. 17, callout a),
slightly lift the ECU up, and rotate the top of it away
from the printer. Do not attempt to completely remove it yet, as it is still attached by a flat flexible
cable (Fig 18). Reach down between the ECU and
the printer frame to unplug this cable. Now you can
fully remove the ECU.
19. Remove the gear cover: Set the printer on
its left side. Remove three screws (Fig. 19 callout
a). Unwind all cables from the guides on the gear
cover. Carefully lift the cover off of the printer. Note
that a flat flexible ribbon cable is threaded through
a slot in the middle of the cover. When re-installing,
you will have to rethread this cable.
20. Remove the tray 2 solenoid: Remove one
screw (Fig. 20, callout a) and remove the solenoid. When reinstalling, note how it appears in the
figure.
21. Remove the pickup gear assembly. Use a
small pick to spread the release tab (Fig. 20, callout b) away from the shaft, and then pull the gear
assembly off of the shaft. This can be discarded as
the new pickup assembly includes this gear.
22.Reattach the gear cover. This is done to prevent certain gears from falling off.
Before performing the following steps, tilt the
printer up on its back so that the bottom faces you.
23. Remove the front base plate (Fig. 21): This is
the front-most of two metal plates on the bottom of
the printer that connect the sidewalls. Remove two
screws (callout a) then slightly flex the printer sidewalls and/or the base plate to remove it. Take care
not to permanently bend the base plate, as this can
cause problems when inserting the cassette (in particular, the cassette lift mechanism is triggered by a
“button” on the base plate – make sure this button
is on the right side and facing up when the plate is
re-installed).
24. Remove the left and right cassette guides:
Each guide is secured by one screw (Fig. 22). Remove these screws and then remove the guides.
The right guide has a small circuit board mounted
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in it, with an attached cable (unplugged from the
ECU in an earlier step). Thread this cable through
an opening in the side wall while removing the
guide, and remember to thread it through in the
other direction when re-installing. Also make sure
that the tabs on the upper side of each guide get
inserted into the proper holes when re-installing.
25. Remove idler roller assembly: Remove two
screws (Fig. 23, callout a) and then remove the assembly.
26. Remove tray 2 pickup assembly: Remove

four screws (Fig. 24, callout a) and slide out the
assembly at an angle, left side first (Fig. 25). When
installing the new assembly, note that it comes with
the pickup gear assembly (removed in step 21) already on it. This will have to be removed, as in step
21, to install the assembly; then re-install the (new)
pickup gear assembly.
LPT
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PRINTER REPAIR ARTICLE

Dark Pages
With this problem, black covers the printed
page, obscuring or shutting out the expected image. In color printers this could be yellow, cyan or
magenta as well as black; these printers have multiple toner cartridges and sometimes multiple laser/
scanners and power supplies.
The troubleshooting procedure is valid for all.

with no border, just like the HVPS would. In this
case, remove the formatter, power up without it,
and print an engine test. If the engine test is all
black, the HVPS, not the formatter, is the cause.

HAZE Sometimes the page is covered by a
haze through which the expected image is still visible. This problem is almost certainly high voltage
related. Check all high voltage and ground conSOLID COLOR Completely dark pages can tacts in the toner/transfer area. If these look good,
be caused by the laser/scanner, the high voltage try another toner cartridge. If the problem persists,
power supply and the formatter. The laser/scanner the high voltage power supply is defective.
is the cause only when there is an error code. WithThe chart below is provided for your conveout an error code, look to the formatter if the dark nience.
page has a white border and to the HVPS if there
is no border.
LPT
THE EXCEPTION Formatters for LaserJet P3005,
M3027 and M3035 can generate a black page
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HP LASERJET M806/M830:

Maintenance Reset
& Service Menu
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Maintenance resets are automatic
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Most HP LaserJets track page counts
to help users know when it is time to replace the fuser. The majority have you go
into a service menu when maintenance
is required, but a few models reset automatically by detecting and blowing a
fuse or by reading a chip when a new
item is installed. Sometimes this automatic reset happens only after 100 pages
have printed.
In the case of the M806 and its multifunction counterpart, the M830, there
was some confusion as to how maintenance resets occurred. The service
manual implies that it is done through a
menu. Actually, the maintenance count
reset occurs automatically when a fuse
in a newly installed fuser is detected and
blown by the printer.
As with most such printers, we recommend that you install the new fuser with
the printer powered off.
The Service Menu
The service menu is not used for maintenance resets, but will help if you want
to view or clear the event log, edit the
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overall page count, or restore the printer’s serial number.
Getting into the service menu on
these printers is a bit non-intuitive, especially for those who are less accustomed
to touch screens.
1. On the home screen, scroll down
to Device Maintenance and touch to
select it.
2. Select Service.
3. At the top of the next screen,
touch the arrow at the right to expand
the window.
4. Select Service Access Code.
5. For the M830 enter 10083013
and touch OK and then again on the next
screen. That concludes the procedure
for the M830. The M806 has a smaller
screen, so the keyboard needs to be accessed by touching the empty window
under Access Code.
6. The M806 keyboard is now displayed but it lacks numbers. Touch the
12+ button to show a numeric keypad.
Enter the PIN code 10080613 and
touch OK.
7. This will take you back to the previous screen, now with a row of 8 asterisks in the window under Access Code.
Touch OK again, and the printer will enter the service menu.
LPT
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